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run contrary to the political, cultural and economic
interests of the European peoples . This unnatural division,
which may hold within it the seeds of future conflict ,
could be ended tomorrow if the Soviet Governmeftt sincerely
wished to bring it to an end . The three western occupying
powers in Germany--the United Kingdom, the United States,
and France--have now received from the Soviet Government
proposals for a four-power meeting on Germany . I do
not intend on this occasion to discuss the character
of the Soviet invitation, or the terms of the replies
which the western occupying powers have returned to the
Soviet Government . Suffice it to say that if a satisfactory
basis could be found for their talks--and it has not been
found yet--the Canadian Government and I am sure th e
the Canadian parliament, would welcome such a meeting .
On the other hand I think it would be a very great
mistake indeed to build great and optimistic hopes o n
the outcome of any such meeting . The truculence and falsehoods
contained in the Cominform declaration on Germany issue d
at Prague not long ago are not a foundation upon which
any genuine negotiation can be founded . Nevertheless we
believe that no occasion should be neglected to attempt
to achieve an enduring and honourable settlenent o f
differences with the Soviet Union .

These western European dangers and developments
must, then, never be forgotten in determining our Far
Eastern policy . In formulating that policy--and this is
another general consideration--I think we should bear in
mind also that here is a new and great tidal movement
of nationalism sweeping Asia . In some countries, China
for example, it is mingled and confused with, and possibly
it is at the moment dominated by, the aggressive force s
of Soviet communism. But it is operative in other
Asian countries besides China, and it has a vitality of
its own . It is something which I believe is deeper and
more lasting than communism . Indeed, nationalism--allied
to a restless and insistent demand for a better life--
is the most important political phenomenon in Asia today .
Therefore in framing our policies we must try to avoid
offending the legitimate national and social aspirations
of Asian peoples, or their desire to have a chief part in
the determination of Asian affairs .

We must also do what we can to improve the economic
conditions and human welfare in free Asia . We must try
to work with rather than against the forces struggling
for a better life in that part of the world . Such co-
operation may in the long run become as important for the
defence of freedom--and therefore for the defence of Canada--
as sending an army to Europe, in the present immediate
emergency . Economic and technical assistance is one form
of such co-operation . Many members in the house will have
read the Colombo Plan for Co-operative Economic Development
in South and South-Ea,st Asia . This imaginative, and, I
think, well-founded report, which was published last
November as the result of the work of the Commonwealth
Consultative Committee, points the way to the kind of
effective assistance which we in the west can offer to
the free peoples of Asia . They stand in very great need
of capital for economic development, and of technical
assistance . For Canada to supply either the capita l
or the technical assistance in any substantial volume would
mean considerable sacrifice, now that the demands of our
defence programme are imposing new strains on our economy .


